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Abstract 

 

The transmembrane protease serine subfamily (TMPRSS) has at least eight members with known protein 

sequence: TMPRSS2, TMPRRS3, TMPRSS4, TMPRSS5, TMPRSS6, TMPRSS7, TMPRSS9, 

TMPRSS11, TMPRSS12 and TMPRSS13. A majority of these TMPRSS proteins have key roles in 

human hemostasis as well as promoting certain pathologies, including several types of cancer. In addition, 

TMPRSS proteins have been shown to facilitate the entrance of respiratory viruses into human cells, most 

notably TMPRSS2 and TMPRSS4 activate the spike protein of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Despite the wide 

range of functions that these proteins have in the human body, none of them have been successfully 

crystallized. The lack of structural data has significantly hindered any efforts to identify potential drug 

candidates with high selectivity to these proteins. In this study, we present homology models for all 

members of the TMPRSS family including any known isoform (the homology model of TMPRSS2 is not 

included in this study as it has been previously published). The atomic coordinates for all homology 

models have been refined and equilibrated through molecular dynamic simulations. The structural data 

revealed potential binding sites for all TMPRSS as well as key amino acids that can be targeted for drug 

selectivity.  
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Introduction 

The Type II Transmembrane Serine Protease (TTSP) family consists of 4 different subfamilies that are 

differentiated by specific domains: the HAT/DESC subfamily, the Hepsin/TMPRSS subfamily, the 

Matriptase subfamily, and the Corin subfamily.1 The proteins are created as single-chain, inactive 

proenzymes that are activated by cleaving the basic amino acid residue, arginine or lysine, within the 

conserved activation motif between the pro-domain and catalytic domain.1, 2 Once activated, they remain 

associated with the membrane through disulfide bonds between the catalytic and transmembrane 

domains.1 There are currently 14 different TMPRSS proteins: TMPRSS2, TMPRSS3, TMPRSS4, 

TMPRSS5, TMPRSS6, TMPRSS7, TMPRSS9, TMPRSS11A, TMPRSS11B, TMPRSS11D, 

TMPRSS11E, TMPRSS11F, TMPRSS12, and TMPRSS13.3 These proteases have been found to be in 

multiple organs and tissues throughout the body.4-10 This subfamily has a diverse set of physiological 

functions like homeostasis and proteolytic cascades, and while not all functions have been found, their 

involvement in various pathogenicities is becoming apparent as shown in Table 1 below.11  Several 

inhibitors have also been identified including aprotinin, camostat, leupeptin, AEBSF, nafamostat, and 

gabexate.12 

 

Table 1 Known roles of TMPRSS proteins.  
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Recently, the Hepsin/TMPRSS subfamily has recently received considerable attention not only due to the 

potential role these enzymes play in the development of cancers but to the function TMPRSS2 plays in 

mediating the virulence of SARS-CoV-2. The TMPRSS2 protein and ACE2 receptor are key elements of 

the main pathway by which SARS-CoV-2 (and related CoV pathogens) are internalized by lung cells.12 

The virus uses TMPRSS2 to cleave the Spike protein at a specific site (defined by Arg255 and Ile256) to 

activate membrane insertion.12  ACE2 recruits the Spike protein to the host cell surface through specific 

interaction with the receptor binding domain of the Spike protein.12 The Spike protein contains two 

functional subunits: the S1 subunit that allows binding of the virus to the host cell surface receptor and 

the S2 subunit that allows the fusion of the viral and cellular membranes.13, 14 In vivo studies have shown 

TMPRSS2-knockout mice with down-regulated TMPRSS2 show less severe lung pathology as compared 

to controls when exposed to SARS-CoV-2.15, 16 Additional work has shown that TMPRSS2 is the main 

processing enzyme for virus entry in lung cells.17 

 

TMPRSS2 has therefore emerged as a primary target for the design and discovery of drugs for treating 

SARS-CoV-2 infections. An excellent starting point in the search for potent drugs is camostat.  This 

compound is clinically approved for use in treating pancreatitis in Japan and is a known inhibitor of 

TMPRSS2. While camostat has shown efficacy in preventing mice infected with SARS-CoV from 

dying,12 it is a pan-trypsin-like serine protease inhibitor and is not highly selective for TMPRSS2.  

Similarly, there are no known or reported small molecules that are highly selective for any of the other 

member of the TMPRSS family. The main reason for this is the lack of crystal structures of the TMPRSS 

protein subfamily. Any structural information on these proteases could lead to the development of drugs 

more selective than the current alternatives. This study extends prior work on camostat bound to 

TMPRSS2 to identify common elements of recognition across the TMPRSS sub-family.   
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Computational Methods 

Homology Modeling. The 14 proteins (TMPRSS2, TMPRSS3, TMPRSS4, TMPRSS5, TMPRSS6, 

TMPRSS7, TMPRSS9, TMPRSS11A, TMPRSS11B, TMPRSS11D, TMPRSS11E, TMPRSS11F, 

TMPRSS12, TMPRSS13) amino acid sequence was obtained from the UnitProt database (Gene ID: 

O15393, P57727, Q9NRS4, Q9H3S3, Q9DBI0, Q7RTY8, Q7Z410, Q6ZMR5, Q86T26, O60235, 

Q9UL52, Q6ZWK6, Q86WS5, Q9BYE2, respectively), and the crystal structures with high sequence 

identity, available in the Protein Databank (PDB), were retrieved through the BLASTp algorithm. The 

differences between proteins will be discussed in the results section. Across the 14 receptors, 25 crystal 

structures were used as templates to build the TMPRSS protein models. Of the 25 crystal structures, the 3 

notable crystals structures were a urokinase-type plasminogen activator with a position 190 alanine 

mutation (1O5E), DESC1, part of the TTSP family, (2OQ5), and a human plasma kallikrein (6O1G) each 

with a known ligand included with each crystal structure. The 3 ligands included were 6-Chloro-2-(2-

Hydroxy-Biphenyl-3-yl)-1H-indole-5-carboxamidine, benzamide, and 7SD from 1O5E, 2OQ5, and 

6O1G, respectively, and were kept in the homology models created. The Pfam database was used to 

obtain the amino acid region corresponding to the trypsin domain for each respective TMPRSS protein. 

Found through the Pfam database, all the crystal structures were truncated to only their trypsin domains. 

The Schrodinger prime homology model suite program was used to align each sequence and identify any 

conserved secondary structure assignments. To construct a homology model for each TMPRSS protein, 

each protein had at least 5 crystal structures chosen which are listed in Supplementary Table 1. Once 

completed, a final consensus model was constructed by using each homology model that was built 

specifically for the respective protein. The final model for each TMPRSS protein is labeled as 

TMPRSSxhm with x being the specific name of the protein. The models were refined through a process 

of short molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that will be described below. 
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Molecular Dynamics. All of the molecular dynamic simulation stages were completed by using the 

SANDER.MPI function of the AMBER 18 software package unless otherwise stated18. The ligand 

structures were pre-processed with the Antechamber package to assign AM1-BCC partial charges. The 

ligand and enzyme structures were processed using LEaP to assign ff15ipq19 or gaff20 and ff14SB21 force 

field parameters for the enzyme and ligand, respectively. All the complexes were submerged within a 

periodic box of TIP3P water with a 10Å buffer region. Each molecule was initially minimized by using 

the steepest descent method for 100 steps followed by 9900 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. 

Then, a stepwise heating procedure occurred where the system temperature was slowly ramped from 0K 

to 300K over 15,000 steps and then relaxed over 5,000 steps to where the average temperature was kept 

constant at 300k using a weak-coupling algorithm. For both heating stages, the position of all the non-

solvent atoms were restrained with a harmonic potential with a force constant of 25 kcal/mol-Å. After 

that, a two-step procedure was performed in which the average pressure was maintained at 1bar for 

20,000 steps through pressure relaxation time of 0.2ps and the Berendsen barostat. A harmonic potential 

with a force constant of 5 kcal/mol-Å restrained the position of all non-solvent atoms. A relaxation stage 

of 20,000 steps followed in which the pressure relaxation time was increased to 2ps, and the only position 

of the receptor C𝛂 was restrained by a harmonic potential with a force constant of 0.5 kcal/mol-Å. Lastly, 

all the production runs were carried out without any restraints and were kept at a consistent 300K 

temperature and 1bar pressure.  

 

Results 

All fifteen sequences have a high enough degree of identity to template models (>40%), as shown in 

Figure 1. This allowed us to build homology models for all members of the TMPRSS family. All of the 

homology models were subject to loop refinement using the Schrodinger refinement package. The refined 

structures were equilibrated in a water box at 300K and 1atm as described in the methods section. All the 

TMPRSS structures rapidly equilibrated and their root-mean-squared-deviation plateaued at an average of 
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1.5-1.6Å. The equilibrated atomic coordinates are provided in the supplementary information section. A 

structural alignment of all equilibrated TMPRSS’ is shown in Figure 2. Most of the tertiary structure is 

conserved by all members of this family (i.e. the alpha-helices and beta-sheets). However, the loop found 

between residues 50-70 is very dissimilar, which is a result of the low sequence identity in this region. 

Furthermore, all TMPRSS proteins share a conserved histidine, aspartic acid, and serine that form the 

catalytic triad as shown in Supplementary Table 2. While the catalytic triad appears to be in different 

points across the amino acid sequences, the histidine, aspartic acid, and serine are all located at similar 

points in structural space within the trypsin region. From the structural alignment it is observed that the 

catalytic triad is also conserved in geometry, as shown in Figure 3.  
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TMPRSS2    1 IVGGES-ALPGAWPWQVSLHVQ-N----VHVCGGSIITPEWIVTAAHCVEKPL--NNPWH 

TMPRSS3    1 IVGGNM-SLLSQWPWQASLQFQ-G----YHLCGGSVITPLWIITAAHCVYD-L--YLPKS 

TMPRSS4    1 VVGVEE-ASVDSWPWQVSIQYD-K----QHVCGGSILDPHWVLTAAHCFRK-H--TDVFN 

TMPRSS5    1 IVGGQS-VAPGRWPWQASVALG-F----RHTCGGSVLAPRWVVTAAHCMHS-FRLARLSS 

TMPRSS6    1 IVGGAV-SSEGEWPWQASLQVR-G----RHICGGALIADRWVITAAHCFQE-DSMASTVL 

TMPRSS7    1 IIGGTD-TLEGGWPWQVSLHFV-G----SAYCGASVISREWLLSAAHCFHG-NRLSDPTP 

TMPRSS9    1 IVGGME-ASPGEFPWQASLREN-K----EHFCGAAIINARWLVSAAHCFNE-FQ--DPTK 

TMPRSS9_2   1 VVGGFG-AASGEVPWQVSLKEG-S----RHFCGATVVGDRWLLSAAHCFNH-TK---VEQ 

TMPRSS11A   1 IASGVI-APKAAWPWQASLQYD-N----IHQCGATLISNTWLVTAAHCFQK-YK--NPHQ 

TMPRSS11B   1 IVNGKS-SLEGAWPWQASMQWK-G----RHYCGASLISSRWLLSAAHCFAK-KN--NSKD 

TMPRSS11D   1 ILGGTE-AEEGSWPWQVSLRLN-N----AHHCGGSLINNMWILTAAHCFRS-N--SNPRD 

TMPRSS11E   1 IVGGTE-VEEGEWPWQASLQWD-G----SHRCGATLINATWLVSAAHCFTT-YK--NPAR 

TMPRSS11F   1 IVQGRETAMEGEWPWQASLQLIGS----GHQCGASLISNTWLLTAAHCFWK-NK--DPTQ 

TMPRSS12    1 IIGGTE-AQAGAWPWVVSLQIK-YGRVLVHVCGGTLVRERWVLTAAHCTKD---ASDPLM 

TMPRSS13    1 IVGGAL-ASDSKWPWQVSLHFG-T----THICGGTLIDAQWVLTAAHCFFV-TREKVLEG 

  

TMPRSS2   53 WTAFAGILRQSFM-FYGAGYQVEKVISHPNYDSKTKNNDIALMKLQK--PLTFNDLVKPV 

TMPRSS3    52 WTIQVGLVSLLD--NPAPSHLVEKIVYHSKYKPKRLGNDIALMKLAG--PLTFNEMIQPV 

TMPRSS4    52 WKVRAGSDKLG----SFPSLAVAKIIIIEFNPMYPKDNDIALMKLQF--PLTFSGTVRPI 

TMPRSS5    54 WRVHAGLVSHSAV-RPHQGALVERIIPHPLYSAQNHDYDVALLRLQT--ALNFSDTVGAV 

TMPRSS6    54 WTVFLGKVWQNSRWPGEVSFKVSRLLLHPYHEEDSHDYDVALLQLDH--PVVRSAAVRPV 

TMPRSS7    54 WTAHLGMYVQ-GNA--KFVSPVRRIVVHEYYNSQTFDYDIALLQLSIAWPETLKQLIQPI 

TMPRSS9    52 WVAYVGATYLSGSEASTVRAQVVQIVKHPLYNADTADFDVAVLELTS--PLPFGRHIQPV 

TMPRSS9_2  51 VRAHLGTASLLGLGGSPVKIGLRRVVLHPLYNPGILDFDLAVLELAS--PLAFNKYIQPV 

TMPRSS11A  52 WTVSFGTKIN----PPLMKRNVRRFIIHEKYRSAAREYDIAVVQVSS--RVTFSDDIRRI 

TMPRSS11B  52 WTVNFGIVVN----KPYMTRKVQNIIFHENYSSPGLHDDIALVQLAE--EVSFTEYIRKI 

TMPRSS11D  52 WIATSGISTTF----PKLRMRVRNILIHNNYKSATHENDIALVRLEN--SVTFTKDIHSV 

TMPRSS11E  52 WTASFGVTIK----PSKMKRGLRRIIVHEKYKHPSHDYDISLAELSS--PVPYTNAVHRV 

TMPRSS11F  54 WIATFGATIT----PPAVKRNVRKIILHENYHRETNENDIALVQLST--GVEFSNIVQRV 

TMPRSS12   56 WTAVIGTNNIHGRYPHTKKIKIKAIIIHPNFILESYVNDIALFHLKK--AVRYNDYIQPI 

TMPRSS13   54 WKVYAGTSNLHQ---LPEAASIAEIIINSNYTDEEDDYDIALMRLSK--PLTLSAHIHPA 

  

TMPRSS2  110 CLPNPGMM-LQ-----PEQ-LCWISGWGATEEK-GK-TSEVLNAAKVLLIETQRCNSRYV 

TMPRSS3   108 CLPNSEEN-FP-----DGK-VCWTSGWGATEDGAGD-ASPVLNHAAVPLISNKICNHRDV 

TMPRSS4   106 CLPFFDEE-LT-----PAT-PLWIIGWGFTKQNGGK-MSDILLQASVQVIDSTRCNADDA 

TMPRSS5   111 CLPAKEQH-FP-----KGS-RCWVSGWGHTHPSHTY-SSDMLQDTVVPLFSTQLCNSSCV 

TMPRSS6   112 CLPARSHF-FE-----PGL-HCWITGWGALREG-GP-ISNALQKVDVQLIPQDLCSE--V 

TMPRSS7   111 CIPPTGQR-VR-----SGE-KCWVTGWGRRHEADNK-GSLVLQQAEVELIDQTLCVST-- 

TMPRSS9   110 CLPAATHI-FP-----PSK-KCLISGWGYLKED-FLVKPEVLQKATVELLDQALCAS--L 

TMPRSS9_2 109 CLPLAIQK-FP-----VGR-KCMISGWGNTQEG-NATKPELLQKASVGIIDQKTCSV--L 

TMPRSS11A    106 CLPEASAS-FQ-----PNL-TVHITGFGALYYG-GE-SQNDLREARVKIISDDVCKQPQV 

TMPRSS11B    106 CLPEAKMK-LS-----END-NVVVTGWGTLYMN-GS-FPVILQEDFLKIIDNKICNASYA 

TMPRSS11D    106 CLPAATQN-IP-----PGS-TAYVTGWGAQEYA-GH-TVPELRQGQVRIISNDVCNAPHS 

TMPRSS11E    106 CLPDASYE-FQ-----PGD-VMFVTGFGALKND-GY-SQNHLRQAQVTLIDATTCNEPQA 

TMPRSS11F    108 CLPDSSIK-LP-----PKT-SVFVTGFGSIVDD-GP-IQNTLRQARVETISTDVCNRKDV 

TMPRSS12  114 CLPFDVFQILD-----GNT-KCFISGWGRTKEEG-N-ATNILQDAEVHYISREMCNSERS 

TMPRSS13  109 CLPMHGQT-FS-----LNE-TCWITGFGKTRETDDK-TSPFLREVQVNLIDFKKCNDYLV 

  

TMPRSS2  161 YDNLITPAMICAGFLQGNVDSCQGDSGGPLVTSK-N-NIWWLIGDTSWGSGCAKAYRPGV 

TMPRSS3  160 YGGIISPSMLCAGYLTGGVDSCQGDSGGPLVCQE-R-RLWKLVGATSFGIGCAEVNKPGV 

TMPRSS4  158 YQGEVTEKMMCAGIPEGGVDTCQGDSGGPLMYQ--S-DQWHVVGIVSWGYGCGGPSTPGV 

TMPRSS5  163 YSGALTPRMLCAGYLDGRADACQGDSGGPLVCPD-G-DTWRLVGVVSWGRGCAEPNHPGV 

TMPRSS6  161 YRYQVTPRMLCAGYRKGKKDACQGDSGGPLVCKA-LSGRWFLAGLVSWGLGCGRPNYFGV 

TMPRSS7  161 Y-GIITSRMLCAGIMSGKRDACKGDSGGPLSCRRKSDGKWILTGIVSWGHGSGRPNFPGV 

TMPRSS9   160 YGHSLTDRMVCAGYLDGKVDSCQGDSGGPLVCEE-PSGRFFLAGIVSWGIGCAEARRPGV 

TMPRSS9_2 159 YNFSLTDRMICAGFLEGKVDSCQGDSGGPLACEE-APGVFYLAGIVSWGIGCAQVKKPGV 

TMPRSS11A 157 YGNDIKPGMFCAGYMEGIYDACRGDSGGPLVTRD-LKDTWYLIGIVSWGDNCGQKDKPGV 

TMPRSS11B    157 YSGFVTDTMLCAGFMSGEADACQNDSGGPLAYPD-SRNIWHLVGIVSWGDGCGKKNKPGV 

TMPRSS11D    157 YNGAILSGMLCAGVPQGGVDACQGDSGGPLVQED-SRRLWFIVGIVSWGDQCGLPDKPGV 

TMPRSS11E    157 YNDAITPRMLCAGSLEGKTDACQGDSGGPLVSSD-ARDIWYLAGIVSWGDECAKPNKPGV 

TMPRSS11F    159 YDGLITPGMLCAGFMEGKIDACKGDSGGPLVYDN--HDIWYIVGIVSWGQSCALPKKPGV 

TMPRSS12  166 YGGIIPNTSFCAGDEDGAFDTCRGDSGGPLMCYLPEYKRFFVMGITSYGHGCGRRGFPGV 

TMPRSS13  161 YDSYLTPRMMCAGDLRGGRDSCQGDSGGPLVCEQ-N-NRWYLAGVTSWGTGCGQRNKPGV 

  

TMPRSS2   219 YGNVMVFTDWIYRQMR-AD--G 

TMPRSS3   218 YTRVTSFLDWIHEQME-RDLKT 

TMPRSS4   215 YTKVSAYLNWIYNVWK-AE--L 

TMPRSS5   221 YAKVAEFLDWIHDTAQDSLL-- 

TMPRSS6   220 YTRITGVISWIQQVV-T----- 

TMPRSS7   220 YTRVSNFVPWIHKYVPS-LL-- 

TMPRSS9   219 YARVTRLRDWILEAT-T----- 

TMPRSS9_2    218 YTRITRLKGWILEIM-S----- 

TMPRSS11A    216 YTQVTYYRNWIASKT-G----- 

TMPRSS11B    216 YTRVTSYRNWITSKTGL----- 

TMPRSS11D    216 YTRVTAYLDWIRQQTG-----I 

TMPRSS11E    216 YTRVTALRDWITSKTGI----- 

TMPRSS11F    217 YTRVTKYRDWIASKTGM----- 

TMPRSS12  226 YIGPSFYQKWLTEHF----F-- 

TMPRSS13  219 YTKVTEVLPWIYSKM----E-- 
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Figure 1. Sequence alignment of all TMPRSS family members. Residues conserved in >50% of all 

TMPRSS sequences are highlighted in black. From previous analysis of TMPRSS2, there are 5 potential 

pockets (A-E) that play a role in guiding the ligands to bind properly near the active site of TMPRSS2.22 

Each of these components have been highlighted in Figure 1: position 87 in yellow, pocket A in red, 

pocket B in blue, pocket C in green, pocket D in purple, and pocket E in orange.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Structural alignment of refined and equilibrated TMPRSS homology models.  

 

 
Figure 3. Structural alignment of the catalytic triad in all TMPRSS homology models.  

 

 

 

Serine 

Histidine 

Aspartic acid 
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Drug Binding Site. Literature reports have shown that camostat is hydrolyzed by carboxylesterases to 

form the active metabolite 4-(4-guanidinobenzoyloxy) phenylacetate (GBPA), as shown in figure 4. The 

active metabolite GBPA has a negatively charged carboxylate group which is stabilized through the 

formation of a salt bridge with the lysine residue in position 87 of TMPRSS2 and simultaneously 

anchored via the guanidino group as shown in Figure 5.22 The salt bridge anchors the drug to position the 

scissile bond of camostat at the optimal distance for attack by the catalytic serine. The cleavage of the 

scissile bond by the catalytic serine results in the acylation of the enzyme, thus inhibiting TMPRSS2.  

 

Since K87 (K342 in Escalante et. al.22) has been shown to play a role in stabilizing the active metabolite 

of camostat,22 examining the other TMPRSS proteins for the amino acid in this position is crucial as it can 

elucidate similar stabilization mechanisms. From Figure 1, TMPRSS4 is the only other protein that 

conserves lysine. TMPRSS5, TMPRSS6, and TMPRSS11A maintain a positively charged amino acid 

through histidine and arginine, respectively. On the other hand, TMPRSS13 carries a negative charge 

through aspartic acid. TMPRSS11F contains the uncharged polar amino acid asparagine. TMPRSS7 and 

TMPRSS12 have aromatic hydrophobic side chains phenylalanine and tyrosine, respectively. All the 

other TMPRSS proteins contain chain hydrophobic amino acids. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Camostat is hydrolized to the active metabolite 4-(4-guanidinobenzoyloxy) phenylacetate 

(GBPA) by carboxylesterases (CES). The scissile ester bond attacked by the catalytic serine of TMPRSS2 

is highlighted in red.  
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Figure 5 Contact interaction diagram between GBPA and TMPRSS2 active site. The anchoring residues 

near the active site are highlighted in yellow, the catalytic triad is highlighted in red and the lysine distal 

anchor is highlighted in blue.  

 

 

Analysis of Pockets A-E. The location of the five binding pockets identified in the TMPRSS family is 

shown in Figure 6. Pocket A has two critical positions that vary between TMPRSS proteins. An analysis 

of Figure 1 shows TMPRSS2 has an uncharged, polar amino acid residue in position 181, which is 

maintained in TMPRSS3, TMPRSS4, TMPRSS9, TMPRSS12, and TMPRSS13. The specific two amino 

acids used are serine or threonine. Other TMPRSS proteins have an alanine in this position. The second 

important location in pocket A is position 204 that is an uncharged, polar amino acid residue (threonine) 

in TMPRSS2, TMPRSS3, TMPRSS12, and TMPRSS13 while all other TMPRSS proteins have a 

hydrophobic side chain amino acid (e.g. valine) in that position. Pocket B shows some possible 

discriminant residues for ligand recognition including differences at position 25. This position is valine or 

isoleucine in TMPRSS2, TMPRSS3, TMPRSS4, TMPRSS6, TMPRSS12, and TMPRSS13. TMPRSS7, 

TMPRSS9, and TMPRSS11B contain an aromatic hydrophobic side chain. Uncharged, polar amino acids 

threonine and glutamine are in this position for TMPRSS5, TMPRSS11A, and TMPRSS11F whereas 

TMPRSS11D and TMPRSS11E have a histidine and arginine in this position, respectively. Pocket C 
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shows significant variance across the family. At position 47, TMPRSS2 and TMPRSS3 contain a 

hydrophobic amino acid (i.e. leucine). For this pocket, the two isoforms of TMPRSS9 contain different 

amino acids at this position. TMPRSS5, one isoform of TMPRSS9, TMPRSS11A, and TMPRSS11E 

have aromatic hydrophobic amino acids phenylalanine and tyrosine. TMPRSS4 and TMPRSS11B have 

positively charged amino acids, histidine and lysine, respectively. TMPRSS6 contains the negatively 

charged amino acid, aspartate. TMPRSS7, the second isoform of TMPRSS9, TMPRSS11D, 

TMPRSS11F, and TMPRSS13 have uncharged, polar amino acids of asparagine and threonine. Lastly, 

TMPRSS12 has no amino acid in this matching location. Pocket D is of significant interest due to the 

potential interaction of GBPA and lys87 (as highlighted above).  The amide of the prodrug and 

carboxylate of the active metabolite bind in this domain.  The lysine, however, is conserved in only two 

proteins in this family, TMPRSS2 and TMPRSS4.  While pocket E shows differences between the amino 

acids, interactions in this domain do not appear to play a role in ligand binding due to their locations 

relative to the binding pocket.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 (left) Five binding pockets (A-E) in TMPRSS2 have been identified to be located near the active 

site. Pocket A corresponds to the anchor residue highlighted in yellow in Figure 5. The location of the 

active site catalytic triad is highlighted by the black rectangle. (right) A zoomed in view of the catalytic 

triad residues: serine, histidine, arginine (from top to bottom).   
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Discussion 

The alignments and structural analyses have shown there is significant variation across the TMPRSS 

family of protein to exploit in the design of selective inhibitors. Of the potential pockets and positions that 

influence binding, pockets A,  B, C, and D have differences in the primary sequence that may drive ligand 

binding and selectivity. From these specific regions, differences in position 87 in pocket D may be 

important for ligand binding. Prior work has shown that lys87 may be a key anchor point for the 

carboxylate group of GBPA (the active metabolite of camostat). Only TMPRSS2 and TMPRSS4 share 

the conserved lysine at position 87.  This is interesting because the Spike protein is known to be cleaved 

by both TMPRSS2 and TMPRSS4 to gain cell entry.  Targeting this position may therefore provide an 

approach to selectively inhibit these two enzyme and reduce off target binding of camostat.  Pocket A also 

contains an area of dense negative charges through its primary sequence. This allows for a strong ionic 

interaction between ligands containing positively charged amino acids and TMPRSS proteins. Because of 

this interaction, current ligands with large bulky positively charged regions, like nafamostat, can form 

strong ionic interactions with pocket A.  

 

Conclusion 

Within the TTSP family, members of the TMPRSS subfamily have been implicated in disease 

progression involving cancer and infectious diseases such as COVID-19. The connection between Spike 

protein processing, disease progression, and TMPRSS2 activity has sparked great interest in the 

repurposing of drugs such as camostat and nafamostat for COVID-19 drug therapy.  The alignments 

presented and analysis performed has shown there are significant differences in amino acid residues 

within the ligand binding pockets of the TMPRSS family of enzymes. Since drug selectivity and off target 

binding can have dramatic consequences on adverse side effects of drugs the data given here is designed 

to help identify unique epitopes in TMPRSS2 that can be exploited in the design of more selective agents.  

One of the more interesting results of this study is the identification of lys87 as a potential selectivity 
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element for inhibiting TMPRSS2 and TMPRSS4. This lysine is only conserved in these two family 

members which are both enzymes that have been shown to process the SARS-CoV Spike protein.  The 

ability to selectively block TMPRSS2,4 and avoid off target binding to other TMPRSS proteins would 

provide significant advantages in the development of better therapeutic agents that block protease-mediate 

cleavage of the Spike protein.  One problem that is not easily addressed is the conserved nature of the 

polar-anionc region in pocket A.  Drugs like nafamostat that contain a bulky cationic group are 

recognized across all members that display this motif.  This, may in part explain the promiscuous binding 

of compounds showing pan-trypsin protease activity.  These results suggest it may not be possible to 

improve the selectivity of these agents for repurposing in the design of COVID-19 agents. 
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Supplementary Appendix 

 

 

 
 

Supplemental Figure 1 TMPRSS2 Potential Pockets for ligand binding. 

 

Supplementary Table 1 PDB codes selected with each TMPRSS enzyme. 
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Supplemental Table 2  Comparison of TMPRSS Proteins showing the catalytic triad residues, peptidase 

and trypsin regions. The percent identity and percent positives was calculated relative to TMPRSS2. 

 

 
 

 

The atomic coordinates for all the generated homology models can be found as PDB files in the 

supplementary .zip folder.  
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